SUBJECT: Storage space for SIGMA-LY Terminal equipment

THRU: Chief, Equipment Branch

TO: Chief, Security Division

1. It is expected that a number of SIGMA-LY terminals will be removed from service in the next few months.

2. Present plans do not indicate any further use for these terminals and it is expected that approval to salvage the equipment will be forthcoming.

3. In connection with the above, it is considered that this Agency affords the most secure space for storage while awaiting a decision for final disposal and it is currently reported that the basement of Ing 4 of "B" building is available for this purpose.

4. It is requested that approval to store these terminal units at Arlington (all Station or office) be obtained and if granted, it is proposed to transfer to this Agency all terminals now or subsequently removed from service.

5. In the event that a decision to salvage the discontinued units is reached, it is recommended that the salvaged components be applied to the maintenance of the remaining system terminals, to Equipment Branch projects or disposed of through regular salvage channels in the order shown.

a. SIGMA-LY

b. Major, Signal Corps

Equipment Branch
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TO: Control Officer, Army Security Agency

It is requested that the basement of Wing Four of "B" building be assigned to the Security Division for storage of equipment, as outlined in the basic communication.

M. G. JONES
Colonel, Signal Corps
Chief, Security Division